TWITTER BEST PRACTICES
We’ve created this best practices document to provide direction,
lessons and tactics that can help maximize the use of Twitter for
growing personal brands and businesses. These techniques and
guidelines have worked successfully for members of our team, former
colleagues and brands like the UFC, MyProtein and Sky.
Twitter is still an under-utilized channel and has a negative
reputation due to its poor advertising platform. Leveraging directors
and stakeholders personal accounts is an extremely cost effective
way of utilizing Twitter rather than amplifying content through paid
media. More than any other social platform, time relevance is
essential as there are a lot less opportunities for your content to be
organically discovered.

Personal Account
Building a personal brand is one of the most cost effective and
valuable ways to generate business and attention online. Your
personal brand should be an extension of who you are. Creating an
honest and authentic profile that provides real value to users can be
transcendent.
The key on any social media platform is to create authentic content
that adds value to your audience.
It’s also essential to build a community on the platform and regularly
engage with accounts and influencers who are posting great content.
This helps position you as a leader in the space, build forward
momentum for your account and encourage peers to share your
content with their audiences.

Brand Account
Building a following on Twitter can be super valuable in the long
term as it gives your brand an owned media channel and allows you
to create an enriching communication channel with your audience.
Typically, growing a Twitter channel can be difficult and most brands
utilize the channel as a distribution or a customer service channel.
When investing time and capital into Twitter it’s important to have a
holistic view of the positive benefits it will bring to your brand as well
as the opportunity cost of not maximizing the channel. If you have
limited time and resources, we would suggest splitting time between
Twitter and 2-3 other social channels. Also look into automation.
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Content
One of the best ways to ideate for content is to ask yourself the
question, ‘Would I be interested in this?’ If the answer is yes, then
sharing the content will be worthwhile.
From a strategic standpoint it’s best to isolate what content verticals
or brand pillars you are going to be distributing content about. Over
time this will help you establish a brand or personal brand within
those verticals.
One common misconception
is that content distributed
on social media needs to be
aesthetic (visually pleasing).
From an engagement
standpoint, there’s a reason
why creators like Gary V use
‘black box’ 1080x1080 videos
- it makes the content easier
to consume and therefore
increases the engagement.

Potential Content
Strands
Documenting day to day
activity and experiences
Thought leadership on
specialist or hot topics
Posing questions to open
up discussion
Sharing relevant articles
Short form video or written posts on company or personal updates
Inspirational content: not the “just do it” type stuff. It’s more to do
with feel good stories/videos
Personal anecdotes: share your journey - both ups and downs (i.e.
speaking at events, going through a professional hurdle, reflecting
on a time when you got fired, or did well at an interview or pitch).
Short form opinions following news articles or updates. For example
an opinion on WHY Google hired a 16-year-old etc

Tweet
Storm

Tweet storms are a great way to drive engagement and
distribute more long form content. Simply post multiple
tweets in response to each other and because they bring
the original post back to the top, they increase engagement. It's best
to reference how many tweets will be in the sequence e.g ( ⅕ ).
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Quotes / Insight
A popular and engaging content vertical on Twitter is distributing
quotes or motivational advice. This tends to be the best type of
content for positioning yourself or a brand as a leader. Redistributing
quotes is very efficient when it comes to the time needed to curate
content. We would suggest doing your best to find unique quotes
and or explain how they can be applied to your life.
It’s also important to ensure posts aren’t perceived as arrogant or preachy

Industry Updates
Once you’ve established your content verticals it will become
apparent what content and industry updates are worth posting
about. For example if your working in the business and technology
space, new tools, platform or features updates, brand case studies
and changes in structure to major companies are all smart content
areas to cover. You’ll add more value to your audience and prompt
more engagement if you share an opinion or take on why something
has happened, rather than just reposting the news.
For brands, industry updates are just as important for positioning the
organization as a market leader. Use internal communications via
Slack and email to communicate important updates which are
identified internally. In order to distribute the content in a timely
fashion and ensure you can continue to do so in the future, it’s worth
forming a process to easily connect resources identifying or receiving
key information. This group could be comprised of marketing, sales,
HR and specific executives. Updates might includes product or PR
news, economic conditions, recent compliance changes or anything
affecting the industries customers, competitors and external vendors.

Posting Frequency
We believe that if you’re creating GOOD content then ‘over-posting’
isn’t something to worry about. To increase engagement and build
momentum we recommend posting between 5-7 times a week on
Twitter. Trying to ensure that posts are optimised based on time
relevance is crucial.

Events, Q&A’s & Ask Me Anything (AMA)
A popular trend on Twitter is creating content during events or
keynotes. Events typically have a hashtag to follow and tag which
allows you to amplify your learnings or interactions with people
following the event.
AMA’s are like an open Q&A and are a popular way to interact with
followers as well as publishing communities. Posing and answering
questions to your audience are great touch points to build a
relationship and position yourself.
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Example Accounts
Nik Sharma

Dave Perrel

Matt Navara

Jack Appleby

Dennis Yu

Profile
PICTURE: Make it professional but friendly and ensure that your face
can be seen in it. Ideally no one else should be in it.
PICTURE: From a brand standpoint make sure you use a high
resolution logo.
NAME: Please use your name and don’t include your occupation in it.
You want to make your name easy for other people to find you and
tag you in posts.
BIO: Make it a summary of your accomplishments/occupation/unique
branding characteristic and history. From an SEO standpoint it’s
great to TAG reputable businesses that you have previously worked
for.
COVER PHOTO: Typically users have landscape images from relevant
city’s they are from or are working in. If you have a relevant team
photo they are always great to use.
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Paid Media
Twitter’s paid media platform, in comparison to Facebook or
Instagram, is not as strong for cold marketing but it does offer
certain benefits. The targeting isn’t as precise and the Click Through
Rate (CTR) on Twitter is generally far lower in comparison with other
platforms. However, Twitter can be an immense marketing channel
when it comes to retargeting. If you have the correct tracking code
on your website, you can use this to retarget all users who visit your
webpage. In the last month, Twitter has also rolled out the option to
retarget advertising at users who engage with your tweets.
The great thing about performance marketing is it’s data driven, so
you can see what content and audience works, then scale them up.
Trufan also offers custom audience data you can use for campaigns!

Growth Tactics
SHOUTOUT FOR SHOUTOUT (S4S): Establishing a share for share
network can be a great way to amplify key content. By regularly
interacting with accounts which provide value you can start to build
official and unofficial relationships where you help amplify each
others content. Asking other media accounts to share content is
often much cheaper than paying for a shoutout and can be a cost
effective amplification technique.
HASHTAGS: It’s important to remember that while hashtags help the
discovery of a post, spamming people with too many is will prevent
them from engaging and sharing your content. As a generic rule,
we’d suggest no more than three hashtags on a post and only use
hashtags that are relevant.
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